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Intec Energy Storage Corp (“Intec”) has 
developed a sustainable rechargeable battery 
system that materially outperforms all other 
batteries on the market today. 

Intec and the Potent Group team are 
currently developing prototype cells for 
many diverse applications. The design 
employs unique quantum chemistry and 
organic electro-chemistry techniques, 
developed and refined over 15 years of 
extensive research. The Intec Battery has 
consistently proven to have more than 
twice the energy and energy density of 
any other battery on the market today, 
while recharging in a fraction of the 
time and having a life span of many 
thousands of cycles—all this at a  
fraction of the cost of other batteries. 

The unique organic components of the 
Intec Battery make it safe, environmentally 
friendly, and completely sustainable. 



+ Aluminum Ion Chemistry

The Intec Aluminum Ion System, has twice the power and energy density of lithium products. 
Aluminum has 1.63 times more the volumetric energy density of lithium. Aluminum is the 
third most abundant element on earth; it is readily available at a small fraction of the cost of 
lithium. Several independent third party tests have been undertaken. Results can be made 
available by request.

+ Unique Electrolyte is completely organic

The Intec Battery electrolyte is compostable and is a fraction of the cost of any other 
battery offering. The gel-like, semisolid electrolyte allows for limitless battery orientation. 
All components are abundant and recyclable and no out-gassing, leakage or heat is 
generated from the Intec Battery

+ Patented Fast Charge System

The Intec Battery’s Fast Charge System uses a third terminal and separate charge bay 
thus eliminating cell damage during the charge process, resulting in a charging process 
which is 400 times faster than charging Lithium Ion batteries. The Intec Battery can 
charge from 0 to 100% (unlike most secondary batteries) in approximately 40 to 120 
seconds, depending on cell size and power charge device. Full discharge can occur 
without any degradation, and the Intec Battery is resistant to short-circuit damage.
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+ Suitability for multiple applications  

Due to its characteristic energy density  
and exceptional specific capacity, the Intec 
Battery has nearly limitless applications from 
tiny medical devices and implants to mass 
energy storage. It can be made in a variety 
of shapes and sizes and can be scaled  
unlike existing technologies.



+ Manufacturing

Manufacturing of the Intec Battery cells is easy, efficient 
and cost effective without any need for a special and/or 
costly production environment. The process is completely 
non-toxic and does not have any negative environmental 
impacts. The manufacturing process can be undertaken in 
almost any commercial environment, therefore allowing a 
battery facility to co-exist alongside a device manufacturing 
facility, thus eliminating third party manufacturing and 
supply chain issues. The Intec Battery eliminates reliance 
on rare earth minerals, unstable/unreliable supply regimes 
and costly and toxic manufacturing processes.

+ Low cost & high demand

The composite materials of the Intec Battery design 
combined with the manufacturing environment results in 
the Intec Battery being at the lowest end of the battery 
development cost curve. Low cost, high density energy 
storage has become a critical component in the quest for 
green and renewable energy technologies. 



+ Sustainability

The Intec Battery electrolyte components are sourced from the 
food industry and are non-toxic, organic, and bio-degradable. 
The electrolyte of a spent cell can be used as a compost 
material to grow the components to produce more electrolyte, 
thus creating a “closed loop” sustainable product.  
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INTEC’s Circular Economy
Perpetual and Sustainable

Goal: To re-use all battery components thus
preventing waste and toxins from reaching

landfills or costly recycling programs.

Economic growth through
local farm production.

Spent electrolyte is compost
to be used to grow ingredients 
for new batteries.

A partnership between the 
technological sector and the 
agricultural industry for the 
first time ever!
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Potent Group Inc has an exclusive, world-wide right to engage in negotiations with third parties relating to the commercialization of the Intec Battery.
This is not a solicitation or offer of securities to the public or private in any jurisdiction by Intec Energy, Potent Group or any other entity.

This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities in any jurisdiction. The statements herein are intended to provide preliminary 
high-level information and no reliance can (or should) be placed on any statements herein other than pursuant to any subsequent binding legal agreement.

© 2016 Potent Group Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Specifications

Voltage:   1.8 – 2.0 v

Recharge time: 10 – 40 seconds with Intec’s patented fast charge system

Shelf Life:  over three years, tested for over 1000 cycles with zero degradation

Fast Charge System: Intec Battery uses a third terminal for charging through an isolated field allowing for a  
 high input charge without damaging the main cell composition. 

Operating Conditions:  + any orientation as the electrolyte is a quasi solid.  
   + no cooling system is required.
   + no containment system is required (heat or toxic elements not emitted)

Construction: The Intec Battery’s main constituting elements are aluminum, carbon and other readily   
  available, low cost organic materials.  Construction of the cells does not require any special  
  apparatus or controlled environment.

Discharge Current Density:  800 mA/g (active mass)

Specific Capacity:  300 Ah/kg and higher

Energy Density:  350 Wh/kg and higher
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